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5. Cultural Heritage 
Introduction 

5.1 This chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) has been prepared by Arcus Consultancy 
Services Ltd. and evaluates the effects of the proposed Aberarder Wind Farm (‘the proposed 
wind farm’) on the cultural heritage and archaeology resource.  The cultural heritage and 
archaeology resource includes World Heritage Sites, Scheduled Monuments, Listed Buildings, 
Conservation Areas, Inventoried Gardens and Designed Landscapes, Inventoried Battlefields, 
and other archaeological remains and buildings of historic/architectural importance as 
recorded on The Highland Council Historic Environment Record (HER). 

5.2 The assessment is intended to identify cultural heritage assets and sites which may be 
affected, either directly (e.g. through physical disturbance during construction) or indirectly 
(e.g. through changes to visual and archaeological setting) during construction, throughout 
operation or from decommissioning of the proposed wind farm.  Further information on the 
proposed wind farm is given in Chapter 2: Proposed Development of this ES.  

5.3 This chapter contains the following sections: 

• Planning – a list of the relevant legislation, policy and guidance considered during the 
cultural heritage assessment; 

• Assessment Methodology - describing both the methods used in baseline surveys and in 
the assessment of the significance of effects; 

• Baseline Conditions - a description of the condition of the site and its archaeological 
potential, as well as a listing of features of cultural heritage interest at various ranges 
beyond the immediate site resulting from surveys, desk-based information and 
consultations carried out to inform this chapter; 

• Likely Significant Effects - identifying the ways in which the cultural heritage resource 
of the site and setting could be affected by the proposed wind farm; 

• Mitigation Measures and Residual Effects - a description of measures recommended to 
off-set the identified potential effects and a n assessment of the significance of the 
effects of the proposed wind farm, after mitigation measures have been implemented; 

• Cumulative Effect Assessment – of all wind farms out to 15km from the proposed wind 
farm; and 

• Summary. 

5.4 This chapter is supported by the following technical appendices and figures: 

• Technical Appendix 5.1 – Archaeological Desk Based Assessment (in Volume 3); 
• Figure 5.1 – Archaeological Features identified during Desk-Based Assessment;  
• Figure 5.2 – Setting Assessment Features; and 
• Heritage Wirelines Figures 5.3 - 5.14. 

 

Planning 

5.5 The assessment has been undertaken within the context of current legislation, policy and 
guidance at the time of writing.  Further information regarding the planning context can be 
found in the Planning Statement. 

Legislation  

5.6 The following legislation has been taken into account in this assessment: 

• The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act (1979)1 as amended by the Historic 
Environment (Amendment) (Scotland) Act (2011)2; 

• The Planning (Listed Buildings and C onservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 19973 (As 
amended by the Historic Environment (Amendment) (Scotland) Act (2011); 

• The Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 19974 (as amended by the Planning etc. 
(Scotland) Act 2006)5; and 

• The Town and County (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 20116. 

Policy 

5.7 The following policy has been taken into account in this assessment: 

• Scottish Planning Policy (SPP)7 and National Planning Framework 38; 

• Scottish Historic Environment Policy (SHEP)9; 
• The Highland-wide Local Development Plan Policy 28 - Sustainable Design10; 
• The Highland-wide Local Development Plan Policy 29 - Design Quality and P lace 

Making10; 
• The Highland-wide Local Development Plan Policy 30 - Physical Constraints10; 
• The Highland-wide Local Development Plan Policy 36-  Development in the Wider 

Countryside10; 
• The Highland-wide Local Development Plan Policy 57 - Natural, Built and Cultural 

Heritage10; 
• The Highland-wide Local Development Plan Policy 61 - Landscape10; and 

1Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act (1979). Available at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1979/46 [Accessed on 05/11/2013] 
2Historic Environment (Amendment) (Scotland) Act 2011. Available at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2011/3/contents/enacted [Accessed on 05/11/2013] 
3Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 1997. Available at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1997/9/contents [Accessed on 05/11/2013] 
4 Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act (1997). Available at: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1997/8 [Accessed 16/04/2014] 
5 The Planning etc. (Scotland) Act (2006).  Available at: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2006/17/contents [Accessed 16/04/2014] 
6 Town and Country (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 2011.  Available at: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2011/139/contents/made [Accessed 
16/04/2014] 
7Scottish Government (June  2014) Scottish Planning Policy (SPP); Available at http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/0045/00453827.pdf [Accessed on 19/08/2014] 
8 Scottish Government (July 2014) National Planning Framework 3.  Available at http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/0045/00453683.pdf [Accessed on 21/8/2014] 
9Historic Scotland (December 2011) Scottish historic Environment Policy (SHEP); Available at http://www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/shep-dec2011.pdf [Accessed on 
05/11/2013] 
10 The Highland-wide Local Development Plan, April 2012.  Available at http://www.highland.gov.uk/downloads/file/1505/highland-wide_local_development_plan  
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• The Highland-wide Local Development Plan Policy 67 - Renewable Energy 

Development10. 

Guidance 

5.8 The following guidance and advice was also considered: 

• Planning Advice Note (PAN) 2/2011: Planning and Archaeology11; 
• Our Place in Time: The Historic Environment Strategy for Scotland12; 
• The Institute for Archaeologists’ (IfA) Standard and Guidance for Historic Environment 

Desk-Based Assessments13; 
• The Highland Council Standards for Archaeological Work; and 
• Historic Scotland’s Managing Change in the Historic Environment Series, specifically 

their volume on setting14.  

Scope of Assessment 

Consultation 

5.9 Consultation was undertaken with both statutory and no n-statutory consultees at the 
scoping stage and as p art of the assessment process.  T he responses are summarised in 
Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Sensitivity of Heritage Assets to Change 

Consultee Issue Where/How this is 
addressed? 

Historic Scotland (HS) 

Whilst the development is unlikely to have a 
significant impact on any sites within HS’s 
remit, the ES should consider effects upon 
setting of nationally designated assets.  The 
closest Scheduled Monuments are settlement 
sites and their wider setting can likely 
accommodate modern intrusions.  Specifically 
mentions Mains of Aberarder Fort and Torness 
Cairn. 

Within Likely 
Significant Effects 
section in this ES 
Chapter 

11 Scottish Government (July 2011) Planning and Archaeology; Available at: http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2011/08/04132003/0 [Accessed 16/04/2014] 
12 Scottish Government (March 2014) Our Place in Time: The Historic Environment Strategy for Scotland.  Available at 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/0044/00445046.pdf  
13IfA (2012) Standard and Guidance for historic environment desk-based assessment, Revised November 2012.  Available at 
http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/DBA2012-Working-draft.pdf [Accessed 05/11/2013] 
14 Historic Scotland (2010) Managing Change in the Historic Environment: Setting. http://www.historic-scotland.gov.uk/setting-2.pdf [Accessed on 05/11/2013] 

Consultee Issue Where/How this is 
addressed? 

The Highland Council 
Historic Environment Team 

Requests assessment out to 10 km for 
nationally designated assets and undesignated 
assets of national importance as well as those 
whose setting contributes to significance and 
collections of archaeological sites that form a 
rich single or multi-period landscape.  
Cumulative assessment should extend beyond 
10 km.  Effects should be illustrated using 
photomontages.  Specifically mentions Mains 
of Aberarder fort, Mains of Aberarder hut 
circles, Ruthven hut circles, Dhuallow Cairn, 
and West Croachy House cairns.   

 

Subsequent correspondence on 30/6/14 with 
the Kirsty Cameron at the HER indicated that 
there were no locally recorded sites within 10 
km that required assessment for potential 
effects upon setting. 

Within Likely 
Significant Effects 
section in this ES 
Chapter 

Assessment of Effects Scope 

5.10 The assessment of effects on the cultural heritage and archaeological resource considers 
direct (physical) and indirect (largely visual) effects upon heritage assets and archaeological 
sites.   

Direct (Physical) Effects 

5.11 The assessment of physical effects considers direct effects upon features of cultural 
heritage interest, where known sites or potential buried archaeology is in danger of being 
disturbed or destroyed (i.e. within the proposed wind farm footprint).  Physical effects are 
likely to occur during construction and decommissioning and are permanent and irreversible.   

Indirect (Largely Visual) Effects 

5.12 The assessment of indirect effects considers changes in the setting which have the potential 
to affect heritage assets. Setting is defined by Historic Scotland as the surroundings in which 
a historic asset or place is experienced, understood and appreciated. This can incorporate a 
range of factors including views to, from and across the historic asset or place, key vistas, 
relationships between both built and natural features, aesthetic qualities, character of the 
surrounding landscape and non-visual factors such as sensory, historical or artistic values.  

5.13 Setting can therefore be tangible, such as a  defined boundary, or intangible, such as 
atmosphere or ambience.  The main concern for visual effects on a cultural heritage setting 
is the potential for the proposed wind farm to fragment the historic landscape, separate 
connectivity between historic sites and impinge on views to and from sites with important 
landscape settings, although the visually permeable nature of the proposed wind farm may 
permit the visible setting and special interest to still be apparent.  Visual dominance, scale, 
intervisibility, vistas and sight-lines as well as noise, movement and light are types of 
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potential effects upon features of cultural heritage interest that might be derived from wind 
farm projects. Indirect effects can occur during construction, operation and 
decommissioning.  Wind farms can have a lifespan of up to 25-30 years, but the visual and 
any other indirect effects from this form of development are considered temporary (albeit 
long-term) and easily reversible.  

Assessment Methodology 

Baseline Characterisation 

Study Area 

5.14 A core archaeological study area of 3.3 km2 was identified to cover the area potentially 
affected directly, i.e., the area undergoing construction works where the turbines are sited 
as shown in Figure 5.1.  Due to the limited number of archaeological records within the 
immediate vicinity of the proposed wind farm (i.e. within 1 km), a 5 km radius of the core 
archaeological study area was used to inform the archaeological potential of the proposed 
wind farm (Figure 5.2) to ensure a r obust dataset against which to the undertake the 
assessment of potential direct effects. 

Desk Study / Field Survey 

5.15 A desk-based assessment (DBA) of the core archaeological study area and a 5 km buffer was 
undertaken by Arcus (Technical Appendix 5.1).  The DBA collated information from readily 
available documentary, cartographic and photographic evidence to provide information 
about the baseline condition of the site.  The purpose was to identify known archaeological 
and cultural heritage features both within and in close proximity to the proposed wind farm, 
as well as to provide information on the potential for unknown (buried) archaeological 
remains to exist within the archaeological core study area.  T his was aimed primarily at 
establishing the potential for direct effects upon features of cultural heritage interest. 

5.16 A site visit and walkover by an experienced archaeologist was undertaken in November 2013 
to validate the data gained through the DBA and to identify (and if appropriate, record) any 
previously unrecorded cultural heritage features within the boundary.  The DBA Report was 
completed in May 2014 and is provided within this ES as Technical Appendix 5.1. 

5.17 For the purposes of evaluating indirect effects upon the setting of heritage assets, proximity 
to the proposed wind farm, where it is also within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (i.e. 
ZTV as explained in Chapter 4: LVIA), has been taken as one of the determining attributes 
for whether further assessment is required.   

5.18 In order to identify cultural heritage features with the potential for their settings to be 
affected by the proposed wind farm, an initial search area of 10 km was defined based on 
distance from the turbines.  D istance and i ntervisibility have been used as t he initial 
criterion in determining the whether there is potential for a significant visual effect on the 

settings of cultural heritage features for the purposes of determining which should be 
subject to more detailed consideration. 

5.19 Although consideration was given initially to nationally important designated features within 
15 km of the proposed wind farm, significant effects are unlikely to occur upon the settings 
of most types of cultural heritage assets at distances greater than 5 km from the proposed 
wind farm site boundary, as result of its construction and operation. However, The Highland 
Council Historic Environment Team requested consideration of assets out to 10 km.  
Subsequent consultation on 30th June 2014 indicated that there were no locally designated 
assets requiring assessment.  As such, detailed assessment has been undertaken only for 
nationally designated heritage assets within 10 km of the proposed wind farm that also fall 
within the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (Figure 5.2). 

5.20 No detailed consideration of potential effects from noise or shadow flicker has be en 
undertaken for Cultural Heritage features, since no significant above ground or built 
heritage features exist within or immediately adjacent to the study area to receive any such 
effects.  T he assessment of indirect (visual) effects is based on the final form of the 
proposed wind farm and is discussed in the Likely Significant Effects section of this Chapter. 

5.21 The final assessment is based on the site layout shown in Figure 2.1 of this ES.  Distances to 
cultural heritage features are taken from the nearest turbine rather than the proposed wind 
farm site boundary.  The potential for the 50 m micrositing allowance has been considered 
in this assessment. 

Significance Criteria 

5.22 This assessment proceeds from a c onsideration of the ‘Sensitivity’ of a cultural heritage 
feature against the ‘Magnitude’ of any potential change, to arrive at the ‘Significance’ of 
the effect.   

5.23 The matrices discussed below are not used in an arithmetic way or as a prescriptive tool.  
The methodology and a nalysis of potential effects allows for the exercise of professional 
judgement. 

Sensitivity 

5.24 For the purposes of this assessment the sensitivity of a heritage asset or receptor has 
initially been related to designation status. Listed Buildings are nationally designated and 
are placed on lists maintained by Historic Scotland. Whilst they are regarded as a nationally 
important resource, they are subject to a grading process (Categories A, B and C). For the 
purposes of this assessment, this categorisation has been taken as indicative of a presumed 
level of sensitivity based on rarity, period, architectural style, completeness, degree of 
subsequent alterations. This assessment has assigned the categories to different levels of 
sensitivity as shown in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2 Sensitivity of Heritage Assets to Change 

Level of 
Sensitivity  

Designation Status 

Very High World Heritage Sites, which are internationally important.  

High Scheduled Monuments (whether or not in State Care), Category A Listed 
Buildings, Inventoried Battlefields, and Gardens and Designed Landscapes. 
These are considered to be nationally important.  

Medium Category B Listed Buildings, features included on the non-statutory register 
(NSR), regionally important archaeological features and areas (as defined in 
the HER) and Conservation Areas which are considered to be regionally 
important.  

Low Category C Listed Buildings, sites and archaeological features noted as locally 
important in the Sites and Monuments Record.  

Negligible Badly preserved/damaged or very common archaeological features/buildings of 
little or no value at local or other scale. 

Magnitude 

5.25 ‘Magnitude’ is a measure of the nature of the expected effect to the heritage asset or its 
setting.  It has been broken down, for direct and indirect effects, as shown in Table 5.3.   

Table 5.3 Magnitude of Change 

Level of Magnitude Definition 

Very High Total loss of or major alteration to a site, building or other feature 

 (e.g. blocking or severance of key visual or other relationships). 

High Major damage to or significant alteration to a site, building or other feature.  
Loss of one or more key attributes. 

Extensive change to the setting of a Scheduled Monument , Inventoried 
Gardens and Design Landscapes, Listed Building or other feature (e.g. loss of 
dominance, intrusion on key view or sightline). 

Medium Damage or alteration to a site, building or other feature.  Encroachment on 
an area considered to have high archaeological potential.   

Change in setting to Scheduled Monument s, Listed Buildings and other 
features (e.g. intrusion on designed sight-lines and vistas). 

Low Minor damage or alteration to a site, building or other feature.  
Encroachment on an area where it is considered that low archaeological 
potential exists. 

Minor change in setting of Scheduled Monument s, Listed Buildings and other 
features (e.g. above historic skylines or in designed vistas). 

Negligible No physical effect.  No change in setting. 

Significance of Effect 

5.26 The ‘Significance’ of any potential effect is arrived at by correlating ‘Sensitivity’ against 
‘Magnitude’ as shown in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 Significance of Effect 

    Magnitude 
 

Sensitivity 
Very High High Medium Low Negligible 

Very High Major Major Moderate Moderate Minor-Not 
Significant 

High Major Major Moderate Minor-Not 
Significant 

Negligible-Not 
Significant 

Medium Moderate Moderate Moderate Minor-Not 
Significant 

Negligible-Not 
Significant 

Low Minor-Not 
Significant 

Minor-Not 
Significant 

Minor-Not 
Significant 

Negligible-Not 
Significant 

Negligible-Not 
Significant 

Negligible Minor-Not 
Significant 

Negligible-Not 
Significant 

Negligible-Not 
Significant 

Negligible-Not 
Significant 

Negligible-Not 
Significant 

 

5.27 A significant effect (in terms of the EIA Regulations) is considered to occur where the 
combination of sensitivity and magnitude results in a significance of effect that is “major” 
or “moderate”.  T he assessment text considers in detail only those features for which a 
potential effect of “moderate” or higher significance is initially predicted upon the setting 
of the feature.  A significant effect upon setting is based on the distance of the feature 
from the site and the feature’s designation status (in accordance with the matrix presented 
above), and considers the potential effect against a more defined explanation of the 
feature’s setting.  Where considered necessary, setting is defined in terms of the immediate 
physical surroundings and associations of the feature, or in wider terms, such as the 
presence of key long views to or from that feature which are important to its understanding.   

Baseline Conditions 

5.28 The following represents a summary of the desk-based assessment found in Appendix 5.1, 
supplemented by consideration of cultural heritage features at a greater distance from the 
proposed wind farm (which may be subject to indirect effects upon their settings). 

5.29 The site lies immediately to the north of the consented Dunmaglass Wind Farm on the 
northern edge of the Monadhliath Mountains in Inverness-shire, approximately 4.5 km to the 
southeast of Aberarder House which sits adjacent to the B851 within Strathnairn.  The site 
consists of managed upland moorland with eroded hags and a northerly exposure.  The site 
is accessed via the consented access through Dunmaglass Wind Farm. 
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Features within the core archaeological study area 

5.30 No archaeological features, designated or otherwise, were identified within the core 
archaeological study area (Figure 5.1).  The closest archaeological remains are located 
between 3 km and 5 km away, and consist of settlement activity along Strathnairn and its 
tributaries, outwith the upland environs in which the turbines are proposed. 

5.31 Key features identified are shown on Figure 5.1. 

Archaeological Potential 

5.32 The DBA (Technical Appendix 5.1) has revealed that there is a very low chance of further, 
significant archaeological remains to be located within the archaeological core study area as 
settlement remains are concentrated at distances greater than 3 km from the proposed 
wind farm, along the lower elevations along the River Nairn and its tributaries, as shown in 
Figure 5.1.  

Features beyond the core study area 

5.33 The selection of heritage assets likely to receive a si gnificant effect upon their setting is 
based upon a mixture of personal experience of analysing wind farms, review of the ZTV and 
consultation with the local planning authority.  These are detailed below and are shown in 
Figure 5.2. 

World Heritage Sites, Designed Gardens and Landscapes, and Conservation Areas 

5.34 There are no World Heritage Sites, Designed Gardens and Landscapes or Conservation Areas 
within 10 km of the proposed wind farm.  As such, these assets are not considered further 
within this assessment. 

Scheduled Monuments 

5.35 There are 21 Scheduled Monument Monuments within 10 km of the core archaeological study 
area, eight of which fall within the ZTV and hav e the potential to receive a si gnificant 
effect upon their setting, as listed in Table 5.5 and shown in Figure 5.2. 

Table 5.5 Scheduled Monument s within 10 km  

Index No. Scheduled Monument  Name In ZTV 

4501 Tom Buidhe, enclosure 480 m NNE of Ruthven No 

4532 Ceapmaol, settlement 300 m ENE of No 

4538 Farraline, enclosure 780 m NE of No 

11431 Ballachar, settlement, hut circles and field systems 275 m NNW of Yes 

11433 West Croachy House, cairns 1000 m ESE of No 

11434 Shenval, settlement Yes  

Index No. Scheduled Monument  Name In ZTV 

11436 Dalcrombie, hut circles, settlement & field system 300 m NNW of Yes 

11468 Dhuallow, cairn 195 m E of No 

11476 Ruthven, crannog 610 m NNE of No 

11490 Loch Ruthven, crannog 490 m SSW of Tullich No 

11493 Creagan an Tuirc, fort No 

11495 Brin Nursery, barrow cemetery 70 m NNW of No 

11500 
Druimantorran, hut circles and field system 1525 m NE and 1460m ENE 

of Yes 

11540 Leadclune, cairn 1115 m E of, Creag Innis an Daimh Dhuibh Yes 

11541 Mains of Aberarder, fort 270 m S of Yes 

11542 Mains of Aberarder, hut circle 1145 m ESE of No 

11544 Glen Nairn, hut circle 270 m ENE of Yes 

11613 Tullich, settlements 760 m NNE of No 

11710 Torness Cottage, two hut circles 300 m SSW of No 

11800 Torness, cairn 305 m NNW of No 

11826 Ruthven, hut circles, field systems and burnt mounds 1200 m S of Yes 

Listed Buildings 

5.36 There are 13 Listed Buildings within 10 km of the core archaeological study area, of which 
four fall within the ZTV and have the potential to receive a significant effect upon their 
setting as listed in Table 5.6 and shown in Figure 5.2. 

Table 5.6 Listed Buildings within 10 km  

Historic 
Building No. 

Listed Building Name Category In ZTV 

534 Abersky Farmhouse B Yes 

539 Farraline House B No 

540 Farraline House, Walled Garden B No 

541 Gorthleck House C No 

542 Mains Of Gorthleck B No 

543 Leadclune C No 

1682 Dunmaglass Bridge B No 

1684 Flichity House B Yes 
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Historic 
Building No. 

Listed Building Name Category In ZTV 

1697 Aberarder House B Yes 

1698 Cruachy, Tomintoul House B No 

42470 Bridgend Farmhouse With Byre B Yes 

50029 Errogie, Former United Free Church, Boundary Walls C No 

50031 Errogie, Corrugated-Iron Cottage C No 

 

Likely Significant Effects 

5.37 Only those heritage assets within the 10 km study area and within the ZTV were identified 
as requiring assessment, as detailed in the following section. 

Construction Effects 

5.38 The proposed wind farm will not have a direct effect upon any known cultural heritage as no 
cultural heritage assets have been recorded within the core archaeological study area or 
within 3 km of the proposed wind farm, as shown in Figure 5.1.  

5.39 The potential for direct effects to occur in relation to currently unknown buried 
archaeological remains is very low as most occupational and settlement sites are located at 
lower elevations, generally along the Strathnairn approximately 4 km - 5 km to the north of 
the proposed wind farm.  As the proposed wind farm and construction area is within 
exposed upland moorland, should any archaeological remains be present, they would likely 
relate to transhumance activities; however, known transhumance sites within the vicinity of 
the proposed wind farm are recorded at lower elevations.  Due to the likely low sensitivity 
of these potential remains and low to negligible magnitude of change, if present, it is 
considered that the proposed wind farm would have a negligible to minor significance of 
effect on unknown archaeological remains.  This effect is not significant in terms of EIA 
regulations. 

5.40 Potential indirect effects (upon the settings of features of cultural heritage interest) are 
considered in respect of the operational form of the proposed wind farm.  Construction 
effects (such as the erection and operation of cranes etc.) will be temporary only and their 
effects will not differ from, or be of a greater magnitude than, those anticipated from the 
operational form of the proposed wind farm.  

Operational Effects 

5.41 No direct operational effects on any archaeological remains are anticipated during the 
operation of the proposed wind farm.  

5.42 The potential for indirect operational effects upon cultural heritage features and t heir 
setting is considered in the following sections.  

Scheduled Monuments 

5.43 Scheduled Monuments are nationally designated and are considered to be of high sensitivity.  
There are eight Scheduled Monuments situated within 10 km of the proposed wind farm that 
have predicted visibility (i.e. are within the ZTV) as shown on Figure 5.2.  T hese are 
discussed in more detail in the following section. 

Ballachar settlement, hut circles and field system (11431) 

5.44 Ballachar settlement is located approximately 7.5 km north-northwest of the nearest 
turbine (T12) and comprises the remains of two prehistoric hut circles as well as rectilinear 
and sub-rectangular structures.  This likely comprises a township of medieval or later date.  
Additionally, there are several field clearance cairns and a se ries of lynchets and dy kes 
present. There are two existing small scale turbines located just to the west of this 
Scheduled Monument.   

5.45 There are some low lying rock features/foundations visible upon the surface with subsurface 
archaeological deposits likely. As such, the settlement is considered of national importance 
for its historical and archaeological potential to yield information in relation to multi-period 
upland settlement and land use. 

5.46 The setting of the Scheduled Monument is considered to extend to the valley containing 
Loch Ruthven as the settlement sits on a small spur towards the upper reaches of this valley 
with views over the loch.  The settlement’s setting is not considered to extend greatly 
beyond this although that the tops of the Monadhliath Mountains are visible to the south 
behind the adjacent ridgeline of Craig Ruthven, Stac Gorm, Creagan Eidhein and Carn na 
Croiche. 

5.47 Although situated within the ZTV, there will be no views of the proposed wind farm from 
the settlement itself, as sho wn by the wireline in Figure 5.3, and limited views from its 
setting.  Additionally, as a settlement, important views towards Ballachar would be from 
the immediately adjacent areas around the settlement (i.e. its setting), and the proposed 
wind farm does not interfere or affect with these views.  The turbine blades may be 
marginally visible in the small saddle between Creagan Eidhein and Carn na C roiche from 
limited locations within the setting; however, this does not result in any change to its 
setting or in the ability to appreciate the setting’s contribution to the Ballachar’s historical 
and archaeological significance.  

5.48 As the settlement remains of Ballachar and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed 
wind farm, the proposed wind farm will have an e ffect of negligible magnitude upon a 
feature of high sensitivity, and the significance of the effect is negligible.  

Shenval Settlement (11434) 

5.49 Shenval settlement is located approximately 7.6 km north of the nearest turbine (T10).  The 
settlement consists of the upstanding remains and footings of a large farmstead or small 
township, between 300 and 1 00 years old, sitting on a s houlder of ground on the upper 
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south-facing slopes of Strathnairn.  The ruins of at least seven buildings and a k iln are 
visible, along with a number of enclosures and field walls. 

5.50 The settlement ruins are considered of national importance for their historical and 
archaeological potential to yield information relating to 19th century farming complexes, 
specifically the range of buildings and architectural components used during this period. 

5.51 The setting of the Scheduled Monument is considered to extend along Strathnairn within the 
immediate vicinity of the Shenval settlement. The settlement’s setting is not considered to 
extend greatly beyond this although the tops of the Monadhliath Mountains are visible to the 
south beyond the intervening foothills of Carn Mor, Creag Cuirn na Laraiche, Carn Leachter, 
Cnoc Chaorachain, Cairn Doire na h-Achlais, and Beinn Acha Bhraghad.   

5.52 Although situated within the ZTV, there will be limited views of the turbine tips from the 
Shenval and its setting, as sho wn by the wireline in Figure 5.4.  Additionally, as a 
settlement, important views towards the settlement remains would be from the 
immediately adjacent areas within the setting, and t he proposed wind farm does not 
interfere or affect with these views.  Turbine blade tips may be marginally visible in the 
small saddles on either side of Coille Mhor with the proposed wind farm tips visible to the 
east side of Coille Mhor and Dunmaglass Wind Farm turbine tips (currently under 
construction) visible to the west.  However, this does not result in any change to the setting 
of the settlement or in the ability to appreciate the setting’s contribution the Shenval’s 
historical and archaeological significance.  

5.53 As the Shenval and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed wind farm, the proposed 
wind farm will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon a feature of high sensitivity, and 
the significance of the effect is negligible.  

 Dalcrombie Hut Circles, Settlement And Field System (11436) 

5.54 Dalcrombie hut circles, settlement and field system is located approximately 8.1 km north-
northwest of the nearest turbine (T12) and c omprises the remains of two prehistoric hut 
circles as well as f ive rectangular structures which likely comprise a township of post- 
medieval date.  Additionally, there are several field clearance cairns and a series of 
lynchets and dykes present. 

5.55 There are some low lying rock features/foundations are visible upon the surface with 
subsurface archaeological deposits likely. As such, the settlement is considered of national 
importance for its historical and archaeological potential to yield information in relation to 
multi-period upland settlement and land use. 

5.56 The setting of the Scheduled Monument is considered to extend to the valley containing 
Loch Ruthven as the settlement sits on a small shelf of rising ground at the upper reaches of 
this valley with views over the loch.  There are two existing small scale turbines located just 
to the east of the settlement remains. The settlement’s setting is not considered to extend 
greatly beyond this although the tops of the Monadhliath Mountains are visible to the south 

behind the adjacent ridgeline of Craig Ruthven, Stac Gorm, Creagan Eidhein and Carn na 
Croiche. 

5.57 Although situated within the ZTV, there will be limited views of the turbines from the 
settlement and i ts setting, as sho wn by the wireline in Figure 5.5.  Additionally, as a  
settlement, important views towards the asset would be from the immediately adjacent 
areas of the setting, and the proposed wind farm does not interfere or affect with these 
views.  The proposed wind farm turbines are largely situated within the spread of 
Dunmaglass turbines currently under construction; however, the view of blade tips is 
extended slightly to the east with the addition of the proposed wind farm.  As the 
immediate setting of the settlement already contains two small scale turbines and t he 
proposed wind farm turbines will appear as an  extension of the Dunmaglass turbines, this 
does not result in any change to the setting of the settlement or in the ability to appreciate 
the setting’s contribution the asset’s historical and archaeological significance.  

5.58 As Dalcrombie and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed wind farm, the proposed 
wind farm will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon a feature of high sensitivity, and 
the significance of the effect is negligible.  

Druimantorran Hut Circles and Field System (11500) 

5.59 Druimantorran hut circles and field system is located approximately 6.9 km northwest of the 
nearest turbine (T12).  The Scheduled Monument comprises the remains of four hut circles 
with the footings of the walls of roundhouses likely to be of Late Bronze Age or Iron Age in 
date.  It also encompasses associated field boundaries, including a gateway and f ield 
clearance cairns.  The remains are located on an area of gently sloping ground along the 
southwesterly slopes of Cairn Ardachy. 

5.60 The hut circles are visible as br acken and he ather covered banks with subsurface 
archaeological deposits likely. As such, the settlement is considered of national importance 
for historical and archaeological potential to yield information in relation to prehistoric 
lifeways. 

5.61 The setting of the Scheduled Monument is considered to extend to the valley containing the 
B862 and B851 as the settlement is sited on the slopes of Cairn Ardachy with views down 
this valley to the southwest.  The Scheduled Monument’s setting is not considered to extend 
greatly beyond this although the tops of the Monadhliath Mountains are visible to the 
southeast behind the adjacent ridgeline of Carn Bad-Earbaig, Carn Righean and Me ill 
Ghuirmein. 

5.62 Although situated within the ZTV, there will be only limited views of the turbines(parts of 6 
turbines) from the settlement and its setting, as sho wn by the wireline in Figure 5.6.  
Additionally, as settlement remains, important views towards Druimantorran would be from 
the immediately adjacent areas of the setting, and t he proposed wind farm does not 
interfere or affect these views.  Turbine blade tips may be marginally visible outwith the 
setting in the small saddles between Carn Bad-Earbaig, Carn Righean and Meill Ghuirmein.  
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However, this does not result in any change to the setting of Druimantorran or in the ability 
to appreciate the setting’s contribution the Scheduled Monument’s historical and 
archaeological significance.  

5.63 As Druimantorran and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed wind farm, the 
proposed wind farm will have an e ffect of negligible magnitude upon a f eature of high 
sensitivity, and the significance of the effect is negligible.  

 Leadclune Cairn (11540) 

5.64 Leadclune Cairn is located approximately 8.2 km northwest of the nearest turbine (T12).  
The cairn is a l arge pile of stones on the southwesterly slopes of Creag Innish an D aimh 
Dhuibh and is likely of Bronze Age date.  The cairn is located within forestry. 

5.65 Whilst the stones are visible upon the surface, the Cairn is considered of national 
importance for its historical and archaeological potential of its subsurface archaeological 
remains to yield information in relation to prehistoric ritual and funerary practices as well 
as social structure. 

5.66 The setting of the Scheduled Monument is currently limited by the use of the immediately 
adjacent areas for active forestry; however, based upon its location upon the southwesterly 
slopes of Creag Innish an Daimh Dhuibh, the setting without forestry would likely extend to 
include views to and from the River Farigaig and the small valley below the Cairn containing 
the B862.  The setting of the Cairn is not considered to extend greatly beyond this although,  
without the forestry, there would likely be long-distance views of the tops of the 
Monadhliath Mountains which form part of the larger landscape backdrop to the cairn and its 
setting. 

5.67 Although situated within the ZTV, there will be no views of the proposed wind farm from 
the Cairn due to the forested nature of its surroundings; however, without the forestry, the 
proposed wind farm turbines would be visible to the south with the proposed wind turbines 
to the east of Coille Mhor and the Dunmaglass turbines to the west, as shown by the wireline 
in Figure 5.7.  However, this is outwith the setting and does not result in any change to the 
setting of the Cairn or in the ability to appreciate the setting’s contribution the Cairn’s 
historical and archaeological significance.  

5.68 As the  Cairn and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed wind farm, the proposed 
wind farm will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon a feature of high sensitivity, and 
the significance of the effect is negligible.  

 Mains of Aberarder Fort (11541) 

5.69 The Mains of Aberarder Fort is located approximately 4.1 km northwest of the nearest 
turbine (T12).  The Scheduled Monument comprises the remains of an unf inished Iron Age 
fort, visible as a se ries of walls, ditches and revetments.  The fort is located along a ridge 
overlooking the headwaters of the River Nairn to the east. 

5.70 Whilst the fort is visible upon the surface, there is an ae rial antenna and po st and wire 
fence within the scheduled boundaries.  It has also been partially planted with conifers and 

the lower edge of the ridge below the fort has been subject to quarrying.  As such, the 
settlement is considered of national importance for its historical and archaeological 
potential of its subsurface archaeological remains to yield information relating to late 
prehistoric domestic and defensive structures. 

5.71 The setting of the Scheduled Monument is considered to extend to the adjacent valley 
containing the River Nairn as the elevated location of the fort offers defensive views to and 
from the river. The fort’s setting is not considered to extend greatly beyond this although 
there are views of the Monadhliath Mountains to the south behind the adjacent ridgeline 
containing Garbhal Mor and B en Dhuidhe which form part of the larger landscape 
background to the fort.  

5.72 Due to the surrounding topography, views towards the proposed wind farm would be limited 
by distance and intervening topography, specifically Beinn Bhuidhe and Coille Mhor.  Only 5 
turbines of the proposed wind farm would be marginally visible (hub height or less) 
extending to the east of Coille Mhor to Carn Ghriogair, as shown by the wireline in Figure 
5.8.  However, this does not result in any change to the setting of the fort or in the ability 
to appreciate the setting’s contribution to the asset’s historical and ar chaeological 
significance. 

5.73 As the Scheduled Monument and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed wind farm, 
the proposed wind farm will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon a feature of high 
sensitivity, and the significance of the effect is negligible.  

Glen Nairn Hut Circle (11544) 

5.74 Glen Nairn Hut Circle is located approximately 9.9 km north of the nearest turbine (T7).  
The hut circle comprised the footings of a prehistoric round house dating to the Bronze Age.  
It is situated on moorland overlooking the River Nairn and Lochan Dubh. 

5.75 Whilst the stone foundations are marginally visible upon the surface but covered by heather, 
the settlement is considered of national importance for its historical and archaeological 
potential to yield information relating to late prehistoric house building and domestic life. 

5.76 The setting of the Scheduled Monument is considered to extend along Strathnairn with views 
that encompass the immediate vicinity of the valley.  Glen Nairn’s setting is not considered 
to extend greatly beyond this although there are views of the tops of the Monadhliath 
Mountains to the south which form part of the larger landscape background to the 
monument. 

5.77 Although situated within the ZTV, views of the Monadhliath Mountains are long-distance 
views with up to 5 of the proposed wind farm turbines visible on either side of Coille Mhor, 
as shown by the wireline in Figure 5.9.  Additionally, as the hut circles are settlement 
remains, important views towards Glen Nairn would be from the immediately adjacent areas 
of the setting, and the proposed wind farm does not interfere or affect with these views.  As 
such, this does not result in any change to the setting of Glen Nairnor in the ability to 
appreciate the setting’s contribution to its historical and archaeological significance.  
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5.78 As the Scheduled Monument and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed wind farm, 
the proposed wind farm will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon a feature of high 
sensitivity, and the significance of the effect is negligible.  

Ruthven Hut Circles, Field Systems and Burnt Mounds (11826) 

5.79 Ruthven hut circles, field systems and burnt mounds are located approximately 5.7 km 
northwest of the nearest turbine (T12).  The monument comprises the remains of domestic 
buildings and agricultural land use, likely dating to the Late Bronze Age or Iron Age.  The 
asset is located in upland rough grazing and pasture on a generally west-facing slope above 
the River Farigaig. 

5.80 The settlement remains are marginally visible upon the surface as low lying mounds and 
ditches with subsurface archaeological deposits likely. As such, the settlement is considered 
of national importance for its historical and archaeological potential to yield information 
relating to upland agriculture and settlement expansion during prehistory. 

5.81 The setting of the Scheduled Monument is considered to extend along the Farigaig River 
Valley within the immediate vicinity of the settlement.  The monument’s setting is not 
considered to extend greatly beyond this although the tops of the Monadhliath Mountains 
are visible to the south forming part of the larger landscape background to the Scheduled 
Monument and its setting. 

5.82 As a settlement, important views towards the Scheduled Monument would be from the 
immediately adjacent areas of the setting, and the proposed wind farm does not interfere 
or affect with these views.  The proposed wind farm turbines would be visible behind the 
southerly foothills to the east of Coille Mhor, as sho wn by the wireline in Figure 5.10.  
However, due to their distance, these are outwith the setting and d o not result in any 
change to the setting of the settlement or in the ability to appreciate the setting’s 
contribution the Ruthven settlement’s historical and archaeological significance.  

5.83 As the Scheduled Monument and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed wind farm, 
the proposed wind farm will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon a feature of high 
sensitivity, and the significance of the effect is negligible.  

Listed Buildings 

5.84 Listed Buildings are nationally designated and are considered to be of high (Category A), 
medium (Category B) and low (Category C) sensitivity. There are four Category B Listed 
Buildings situated within 10 km that fall within the ZTV as shown on Figure 5.2.  

Abersky Farmhouse (534) 

5.85 Abersky Farmhouse is a Category B Listed Building located approximately 7.4 km northwest 
of the nearest turbine (T12).  The farmhouse is a symmetrical two-storey, three-bay house 
built circa 1850.  T he farmhouse is considered of national importance for it historic and 
architectural value relating to late 19th century domestic and agricultural lifeways. 

5.86 The farmhouse is situated on a bend of the River Farigaig with views that extend to the west 
and south along the river valley over the lowland pastures that would have formed the 
historic farmstead.  The setting of the farmhouse is considered to extend along this river 
valley and not to extend greatly beyond this.  Whilst the tops of the Monadhliath Mountains 
are visible to the south, these form part of the larger landscape background to the 
farmhouse and its setting.   

5.87 Although the house is situated within the ZTV, the proposed wind farm turbines would be 
visible behind the southerly foothills to the east of Coille Mhor, as shown by the wireline in 
Figure 5.11.  However, these views would be largely screened by mature trees that surround 
the house and would only by visible from the setting when looking away from the house.  
This does not result in any change to the setting of the house or in the ability to appreciate 
the setting’s contribution to the farmhouse’s historical and architectural significance.  

5.88 As the listed building and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed wind farm, the 
proposed wind farm will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon a feature of medium 
sensitivity, and the significance of the effect is negligible. 

 Flichity House (1684) 

5.89 Flichity House is a C ategory B Listed Building located approximately 7.1 km north of the 
nearest turbine (T10).  Flichity House is a large asymmetrical baronial house with a square 
tower that was remodelled in 1907.  Flichity House is considered of national importance for 
it architectural value relating to country houses and estates. 

5.90 Flichity House is situated amidst forestry on the north-facing slopes of the Strathnairn with 
the Monadhliath Mountains rising behind the house to the southeast.  The setting of the 
house is limited to the open valley between the house and the River Nairn and does not to 
extend greatly beyond this although the Monadhliath Mountains provide a backdrop to the 
house to the southeast. 

5.91 Although the house is situated within the ZTV, only three of the proposed wind farm turbine 
tips would be marginally visible to the southeast, as shown by the wireline in Figure 5.12.  
However, these views would be screened by forestry to the rear of the house which extends 
up the immediately adjacent hillsides.  Key views towards the house would be from the 
valley looking towards the southeast with the proposed wind farm turbines further to the 
south outwith this view.  As such, this does not result in any change to the setting of the 
house or in the ability to appreciate the setting’s contribution to the Flichity House’s 
historical and architectural significance.  

5.92 As the listed building and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed wind farm, the 
proposed wind farm will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon a feature of medium 
sensitivity, and the significance of the effect is negligible. 
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Aberarder House (1697) 

5.93 Aberarder House is a Category B Listed Building located approximately 4.8 km north-
northwest of the nearest turbine (T12).  Aberarder House is a mid-late 17th century house 
that was remodelled in the late 19th century.  Aberarder House is considered of national 
importance for it historical and architectural value. 

5.94 Aberarder House is situated to the west of the River Nairn.  The immediately surrounding 
landscaped grounds form part of its setting as do views extending to the south up the River 
Nairn to the foothills of Poullachie and Garbhal Mor.  T he Monadhliath Mountains to the 
south beyond the foothills from part of the larger landscape backdrop to the setting. 

5.95 The proposed wind farm turbines would be visible to the south in the background beyond 
Cairn Poullachi and Garbhal Mor, as shown by the wireline in Figure 5.13.  However, these 
views would be screened by mature landscaping along the B851 which limits long-distance 
views from the house itself.  Additionally, key views towards the house would be from the 
valley containing the B851 with the proposed wind farm would always being behind the 
viewer from this location.  As such, this does not result in any change to the setting of the 
house or in the ability to appreciate the setting’s contribution to the Aberarder House’s 
historical and architectural significance.  

5.96 As the listed building and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed wind farm, the 
proposed wind farm will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon a feature of medium 
sensitivity, and the significance of the effect is negligible. 

Bridgend Farmhouse with Byre (42470) 

5.97 Bridgend Farmhouse with Byre is a Category B Listed Building located approximately 4.8 km 
north-northwest of the nearest turbine (T12).  The farmhouse and byre date to the early 
19th century and ar e currently unoccupied.   The farmhouse and byre is considered of 
national importance for it architectural value and survival of vernacular features. 

5.98 The farmhouse is situated on the eastern banks of the River Nairn at the northwest foot of 
Cairn Poullachie.  T here are some limited views extending to the south up the river; 
however, these views are largely obscured by Cairn Poullachie.  As such, the key views 
contributing to the heritage value of the farmhouse are those to and from the fields along 
the River Nairn associated with the farmstead and which comprise its setting. 

5.99 Although situated within the ZTV, there will be no views of the proposed wind farm from 
the house, as shown by the wireline in Figure 5.14, and limited views from its setting. This 
does not result in any change to its setting or in the ability to appreciate the setting’s 
contribution to the farmhouse and byre’s historical and architectural significance.  

5.100 As the listed building and its setting will be unaffected by the proposed wind farm, the 
proposed wind farm will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon a feature of medium 
sensitivity, and the significance of the effect is negligible. 

Decommissioning Effects 

5.101 No direct effects upon any known features of cultural heritage interest are anticipated from 
the decommissioning phase of the proposed wind farm. The decommissioning phase of the 
proposed wind farm will restore the site to its pre-proposed wind farm appearance, and 
hence there will be no indirect effects of the proposed wind farm on features of cultural 
heritage interest during the decommissioning phase.  

Mitigation and Residual Effects 

5.102 No significant effects in terms of EIA regulations have been identified for the proposed wind 
farm. 

5.103 There will be no direct effects upon any known archaeological features and the potential to 
encounter unknown subsurface archaeological remains is very low.  Additionally, no indirect 
effects upon the setting of designated heritage assets were identified. 

5.104 Due to there being very low potential for further unknown significant archaeological remains 
within the turbine envelope, it is considered that mitigation is not required; however, any 
final requirements or lack thereof should be agreed in consultation with The Highland 
Council Historic Environment Team. 

Cumulative Effects 

5.105 This section considers the potential for cumulative effects to occur on the settings of 
cultural heritage features arising from the addition of the proposed turbines to a baseline 
situation which contains those wind farm schemes detailed in Table 5.7.    

Table 5.7 Wind Farms within 15 km 

Wind Farm Status 

Allt Duine Wind Farm Awaiting Decision at PLI 

Corriegarth Wind Farm Consented 

Dunmaglass Wind Farm Under Construction 

Farr Wind Farm Installed 

Kyllachy Wind Farm Application 

 

5.106 In undertaking the assessment, use has been made of the cumulative ZTVs produced as part 
of the landscape and visual assessment.  Locations of the wind farms under discussion are 
shown in Figure 4.6.  

5.107 Dunmaglass Wind Farm is located adjacent to the southwest boundary of the proposed wind 
farm and has  been considered as p art of the baseline condition in the assessment, as 
discussed in the Likely Significant Effects section.  Due to the proximity of Dunmaglass Wind 
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Farm to the proposed wind farm as well as the similar scaled turbines, they will appear as a 
single wind farm from a distance with the proposed wind farm slightly extending the view of 
turbines to the east when viewed from assets to the north and northwest.  No significant 
effects on any heritage assets within 10 km of the proposed wind farm and Dunmaglass Wind 
Farm were identified in the Likely Significant Effects section. 

5.108 Allt Duine Wind Farm is located approximately 14 km to the southeast of the proposed wind 
farm.  Heritage assets located between these two wind farms occur along the River Findhorn 
and its tributaries, outwith the ZTV for the proposed wind farm.  As  such, there are no 
heritage assets within 15 km of the proposed wind farm that will have views of both Allt 
Duine and the proposed wind farm.  As  such, there will be no cumulative effect resulting 
from the addition of the proposed wind farm to a baseline that includes the proposed Allt 
Duine Wind Farm. 

5.109 The remaining three wind farms area spread along the Monadhliath Mountains in a 
northeast/southwest alignment.  Farr and Kyllachy Wind Farms will appear as one large wind 
farm located approximately 9.5 km northeast and Corriegarth Wind Farm located 8 km to 
the southwest with Dunmaglass and the proposed wind farm located in the middle, as shown 
in Figure 4.6.  Based on sensitivity and distance it has been considered that the following 
cultural heritage assets (Table 5.8) located to the north and east of the proposed wind farm 
have the potential to receive a significant cumulative effect and this potential is assessed 
below.  

Table 5.8 Scheduled Monuments within 15 km with potential to receive cumulative effects 

Index No. Scheduled Monument Name Cumulative Visibility 

11431 
Ballachar, settlement, hut circles and field systems 275m 

NNW of 
Proposed Wind Farm,  

Farr and Kyllachy 

11434 Shenval, settlement 
Proposed Wind Farm,  

Farr and Kyllachy 

11540 Leadclune, cairn 1115m E of, Creag Innis an Daimh Dhuibh 

Proposed Wind Farm, 
Corriegarth, Farr and 

Kyllachy 

11544 Glen Nairn, hut circle 270m ENE of 
Proposed Wind Farm,  

Farr and Kyllachy 

 

11431 Ballachar Settlement, 11434 Shenval settlement, and 11544 Glen Nairn hut circle 

5.110 Ballachar settlement, Shenval settlement and Glen Nairn hut circles were assessed in the 
Likely Significance Effects section of this ES as hav ing a ne gligible significance of effect 
when considered for the proposed wind farm and t he Dunmaglass Wind Farm (under 
construction). 

5.111 Cumulatively, to the east lie the installed Farr Wind Farm and proposed Kyllachy Wind Farm. 

5.112 The addition of the proposed wind farm to the cumulative baseline would contribute 
additional turbines in views from the setting to the south.  However, the proposed wind 
farm and the Dunmaglass Wind Farm (under construction) will appear as one wind farm to 
the south whilst Farr and Kyllachy would appear as one wind farm to the east.   Due to the 
limited visibility of these turbines as part of the wider background out with the setting of 
these Scheduled Monuments, combined with their distance from the assets, this is 
considered to be an effect of negligible magnitude.  

5.113 It is considered that the contribution of the proposed wind farm to the cumulative baseline 
will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon features of high sensitivity. This is 
considered to be an effect of negligible significance. This effect is not significant in terms of 
the EIA regulations.  

11540 Leadclune, cairn 1115m East of, Creag Innis an Daimh Dhuibh 

5.114 Leadclune Cairn was assessed in the Likely Significance Effects section of this ES as having a 
negligible significance of effect when considered for the proposed wind farm and the 
Dunmaglass Wind Farm (under construction).   

5.115 Cumulatively, to the east lies the installed Farr Wind Farm and proposed Kyllachy Wind 
Farm with the consented Corriegarth Wind Farm directly south the cairn.  The Dunmaglass 
Wind Farm and the proposed wind farm lie to the southeast of the cairn.  This creates three 
clusters of turbine running in an northeast/southwest alignment along the higher elevations 
of the Monadhliath Mountains which form part of the larger backdrop to the setting of the 
Cairn.  As the three clusters are already existing with the installed Farr Wind Farm to the 
east (with the proposed Kyllachy Wind Farm essentially visible as an extension), the 
Dunmaglass Wind Farm under construction to the southeast and the consented Corriegarth 
Wind Farm to the south, it is considered that the contribution of the proposed wind farm to 
the cumulative baseline will have an effect of negligible magnitude upon a feature of high 
sensitivity. This is considered to be an e ffect of negligible significance. This effect is not 
significant in terms of the EIA regulations.  

Summary 

5.116 No significant direct or indirect effects arising are anticipated upon any heritage assets; 
therefore, no mitigation has been proposed or is considered necessary. 
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Table 5.7: Summary of Effects  

Potential Effect Mitigation  Residual Effect 
Construction Effects 

No direct effects upon 
known archaeological 
remains  Potential to 
encounter unknown 
subsurface remains is low.  

None proposed; however, 
final requirements or lack 
thereof should be agreed in 
consultation with The 
Highland Council Historic 
Environment Team 

Effects may be of negligible 
to minor significance prior to 
mitigation. Implementation 
of mitigation does not 
change the effect as it 
remains not significant in 
terms of EIA regulations. 

No indirect effects identified 
for construction. 

None proposed.  Not significant  

Operational Effects 

No direct effects are 
anticipated during operation  

None proposed.  Not significant.  

Potential indirect effects of 
negligible significance and a 
cumulative effect of 
negligible significance. 
 

None proposed.  Not significant  

Decommissioning Effects 

No direct effects upon 
known or unknown 
archaeological remains are 
predicted.  

None proposed. Not significant. 

Removal of potential indirect 
effects on setting of 
heritage assets affected by 
the proposed wind farm.  

None proposed.  Not significant. 
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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Aberarder Wind Farm
Environmental Statement

CHVP1 - Scheduled Monument Index
No. 11431: Ballachar settlement, hut

circles and field systems
Figure 5.3
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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Environmental Statement

CHVP2 - Scheduled Monument Index
No. 11434: Shenval settlement

Figure 5.4
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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Environmental Statement

CHVP3 - Scheduled Monument Index
No. 11436: Dalcrombie hut circles,

settlement and field system
Figure 5.5
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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CHVP4 - Scheduled Monument Index
No. 11500:  Druimantorran hut circles and

field system
Figure 5.6
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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Aberarder Wind Farm
Environmental Statement

CHVP5 - Scheduled Monument Index
No. 11540: Leadclune cairn

Figure 5.7
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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Aberarder Wind Farm
Environmental Statement

CHVP6 - Scheduled Monument Index
No. 11541:  Mains of Aberarder fort

Figure 5.8
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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Aberarder Wind Farm
Environmental Statement

CHVP7 - Scheduled Monument Index
No. 11544: Glen Nairn hut circle

Figure 5.9
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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Aberarder Wind Farm
Environmental Statement

CHVP8 - Scheduled Monument Index
No. 11826: Ruthven hut circles, field 

systems and burnt mounds
Figure 5.10
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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Aberarder Wind Farm
Environmental Statement

CHVP9 - Category B Listed 
Abersky Farmhouse (HB No. 534)

Figure 5.11
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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Aberarder Wind Farm
Environmental Statement

CHVP10 - Category B Listed
Flichity Farmhouse (HB No. 1684)

Figure 5.12
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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Aberarder Wind Farm
Environmental Statement

CHVP11 - Category B Listed
Aberarder House (HB No. 1697)

Figure 5.13
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Computer generated wireline showing proposed development in red and consented Dunmaglass turbines in green
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Aberarder Wind Farm
Environmental Statement

CHVP12 - Category B Listed
Bridgend Farmhouse and Byre

(HB No. 42470)
Figure 5.14




